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NOTES OF
O THE MEET
TING

On April 10, 2013, the
e city of Bue
enos Aires, Argentina,
A
hossted a Meetin
ng of the Exxecutive Tech
hnical
Group on Geograph
hic Informatio
on System (GIS) and Cartographyy, which w
was attended
d by
representatives from Argentina,
A
Bra
azil, Chile, Ec
cuador, Guya
ana, Peru, Urruguay and V
Venezuela, ass well
as by me
embers of the
e Technical Coordination
C
Committee (C
CCT). The m
meeting agend
da and the liist of
participating delegation
ns are attache
ed as Annexe
es 1 and 2, re
espectively.

The objec
ctives of the GTE
G
meeting were to asse
ess the progre
ess made to d
date in the im
mplementation
n of a
Geograph
hic Informatio
on System for the COS
SIPLAN, and
d to define the next steps towardss its
developm
ment, taking in
nto account th
hat this requires coordinatted, participa
ative, and stru
uctured work from
its membe
ers and a high
h degree of te
echnical conte
ent in their an
nalysis.

After the opening
o
of the
e meeting by the Presiden
ncy Pro Temp
pore, held by Peru, the Arg
gentine delegation
delivered a presentatio
on on the ge
eographic info
ormation ava
ailable for each layer agre
eed upon, on
n the
basis of th
he data supplied by each country.
c
The data
d
survey ssheet is attach
hed as Annexx 3.

The need
d to complete
e the survey for the coun
ntries that ha
ave not subm
mitted it yet ((Bolivia, Ecua
ador,
Guyana, Suriname,
S
Ve
enezuela) as well
w as for the
e layers repo rted as still un
navailable wa
as underscore
ed. A
preliminarry set of data for the basic thematic laye
ers might be iidentified to sstart the taskss.

The deleg
gation of Guy
yana explaine
ed that consulting servicess have been hired in order to gather all the
geographic information
n of the counttry that is currrently scattere
ed among diffferent govern
nment agencies in

order to integrate and centralize it, with a view to completing the survey. Furthermore, the Ecuadorian
delegation committed itself to the completion of the survey, as the required information is already at
hand. The delegation of Venezuela said that its geographic data is being updated, and will see to the
completion of the survey.

The Argentine delegation will make a country-by-country analysis to learn about the situation regarding
the availability of information and determine the next steps in the information gathering process.

Subsequently, the Argentine delegation delivered a presentation on geographic data standardization and
interoperability. It was mentioned that three standards within ISO TC211 are useful to the GIS: ISO
19115 on metadata; ISO 19110 on the methodology for feature cataloguing, and ISO 19126 on feature
concept dictionaries and registers. The presentation is attached as Annex 4.

With regard to metadata, the Latin American Profile, which is the one adopted for the COSIPLAN, is
compliant with the standard. As for the standard mentioned in the second place, Argentina proposed
developing a feature catalogue, for which purpose it expects to receive the countries’ feedback and
comments to the attached documents within a month (by May 10) in order to incorporate them in the
draft version of the catalogue. The Argentine National Coordination will receive the comments and will
update this preliminary version for the next meeting of National Coordinators in June. With reference to
the third standard above mentioned, it was decided to leave it for a future time. The preliminary feature
catalogue about which the National Coordinators are invited to comment is attached as Annex 5.

Next, the participants addressed the issue of the management of the Geographic Information System for
COSIPLAN, including the ongoing operation and update of the GIS and the provision of the infrastructure
required to set up and operate the system. In this regard, it was stated that, at this first stage, all the
efforts to prepare the basic layer information and to adjust it for compliance with the standards should be
made by each country. It was decided that a concrete proposal would be prepared simultaneously,
including an estimated budget and an indication of the system storage capacity, in order to coordinate
with the UNASUR General Secretariat the mechanisms for the GIS to be hosted and operated there,
taking into account that this institution is soon to host the UNASUR Information and Communication
Center.

The Peruvian delegation proposed a request for technical assistance to hire consulting services for
finding the best technological solution to implement the COSIPLAN GIS once the data to be supplied by
the countries is available. These consulting services would be supervised by a team to be designated by
COSIPLAN. It was agreed that each country would analyze the proposed terms of reference, attached
as Annex 6, and would discuss them at the next meeting of National Coordinators, to be held in June.

Finally, as the Presidency Pro Tempore is held for a 12-month period, and this topic will require close
technical monitoring if the development and implementation of the COSIPLAN GIS is to succeed, it was
agreed that the Argentine National Coordination will be in charge of all the aspects related to this GTE.
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